
Our Process 

1.  News broke on the issue on 30 June 2020.

2.  30 June: Escala CIO and asset class specialist held  
an internal meeting to discuss the potential ramifications  
for the ALP holding in AMP Core Infrastructure Fund.

3.  23 July: investigative meeting held with the Funds’ 
Portfolio Manager and Head of Business Development.

4.  Further investigation was made into the possible  
fund flow implications that may occur from  
a research ratings downgrade.

5.  A recommendation to redeem was made by the  
asset class specialist and supported by the CIO.

6. 27 July: An emergency meeting of the APLC was held.

Subsequent Action 

22 Jul:   4 senior AMP executives resign – Global Head  
of Property, Head of People and Culture Madeleine 
Mac Mahon, Global Head of Infrastructure Debt 
Andrew Jones and interim Chief Financial Officer 
Adrian Williams. 

24 Aug:   AMP Chairman David Murray, AMP Capital 
Chairman John Fraser and AMP Capital  
CEO Boe Pahari resign.

4 Sep:   Ratings agency Zenith Investment Partners has  
put AMP Capital "under review" due to concerns 
about 'corporate instability', governance and its  
lack of strategic direction.

7 Sep:   S&P Global Ratings downgraded AMP’s credit  
rating questioning the company's governance 
standards and betting that "an upside scenario  
is unlikely in the next two years".

6 Nov:   Lonsec downgraded the AMP Core Infrastructure 
Fund from Recommended to Investment Grade.

The Decision 

The APLC voted unanimously to redeem the  
AMP Core Infrastructure Fund and remove it from  
the APL. Client communication immediately followed.

ESG Issue: Corporate Governance
5Ps Issue: People and Performance
Asset Class: Alternatives – Infrastructure

The Trigger 

The issue was first raised by the  
Australian Financial Review on June 30.
 
The AMP Board endorsed the appointment of Boa Pahari  
as CEO AMP Capital despite three years earlier being  
the subject of an internal investigation that found him  
guilty of sexual harassment.
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Escala Partners Pty Ltd (EPPL) (ACN 155 884 236)  
is a Corporate Authorised Representative of Escala 
Wealth Management Pty Ltd (EWM) ACN: 162 573 828) 
holder of AFSL 456207. EWM is 100% owned by EPPL.

The content of this document is general in nature  
only and is not personal advice. This means that  
it has been prepared without taking into account  
your objectives, financial situation or needs. Thus, 
before any investment decision is made based  
on this document, an EPPL investment Advisor  
should be consulted or you need to consider the 
appropriateness of the advice having regard to  
your objectives, financial situation and needs.  
We also recommend that you obtain a copy of  
the Product Disclosure Statement (if applicable).

This document is based on information from reliable 
sources; no representation, warranty or undertaking  
is given or made in relation to the accuracy or 
completeness of the information presented. Any 
conclusions, recommendations and advice contained 
herein are reasonably held at the time of completion 
but are subject to change without notice.

EPPL does not accept any responsibility to inform you 
of any matter that subsequently comes to its notice, 
which may affect any of the information contained  
in this document and assumes no obligation to update 
and reissue this document following publication. EPPL, 
its directors, employees and agents disclaim all liability 
for any errors in, or omission from, this document  
or for any resulting loss or damage suffered by the 
recipient or any other person as a consequence of 
relying upon this document. Historical performance  
is often not a reliable indicator of future performance. 
You should not rely solely on historical performance  
to make investment decisions.

EPPL may receive commissions and fees from 
transactions involving investments referred to in  
this document. EPPL, its directors, employees and 
agents may from time to time hold interests in the 
securities referred to in this document. This document 
is a private client communication and is not intended 
for public circulation or for the use of any third party.


